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ABSTRACT

A technique is described wherein parts of a visual form can be

sequentially presented at an íncreasing rate unËil the telementst

inËegrate into a percept. PrevÍous use of Ëhis technique (Sequential

Part PresentaËion or SPP) had persistent,ly resulËed in significant

correlations between Ëhe inËegration threshold for words and other visual

forms, and Lests of higher cognitive abLILty, namely: Henmon Nelson IQ,

Embedded Figures Test, Differential Aptitude Tests for Spatial AbÍlity

and AbsËract Reasoning.

In the presenË experimenË ËL^io types of stimuli were chosen and

administered, on the basis of Ëwo theories advanced to explain the

above covariation. A consequence of one Èheory \47as to expect similar

covariation using a form which was meaningless, having no verbal and

little spatial organLzation, and which would give a tpurer measure of

S's abiliËy to reduce apparent moËion. A deduction from the alternate

Ëheory \¡Ias Ëo expect a) insignificant covariation using the nonsense

form, but b) significant correlaËions using a meaningful form, Í.ê.,

words. The experimenË \.^ras also designed Ëo test the influence on inte-

graLion thresholds and correlations of an orderly sequential presentation

of parts vs a random sequence.

The resulËs favoured the latEer theory. CorrelaËion coefficienËs

for meaningful forms proved Ëo be larger and more consisËent with the

several cognitive tests, than were the correlaËions for nonsense forms.

A random order of presentation generally resulted in higher ,"tT:,:¡lrt",+;;tl;::**
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thresholds and larger correlaËions for both nonsense and meaningful

forms, than did an orderly sequence.

Some idiosyncraËic resulËs were noted. A comparíson r,ras made

of Ëhe results frorn Ëhe only two experiments to date, to use the spp

Ëechnique. FinalLy, several possible areas for additional research

IÁ7ere suggesËed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTTON

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate in greater

detail, the nature of the demonstrated relationship between a percepËua1

recognition task and ËesËs of higher cogniËive ability. Recognition

threshold for differenL visual forms had been found to covary with

measures of higher cognitive processes (den Heyer, L967). One explana-

tion for the covariation involves Ëhe consideration of a temporal

integration mechanism, which becomes a facËor as a result of the special

techníque of stimulus presenËaLion utilized. This technique involves

fhe rapid, sequential presentation of parts of a visual form. By

increasíng Ëhe rate of sequential presentation, apparent motion between

the parts is evenËually produced; as higher rates of presentation are

introduced, apparent moËion (AM) finally ceases and recognitiorì. occurs.

Another explanation suggesËs that AM is affected by the meaning of Ëhe

visual forms, and that the differential ability of Ss to reduce AM via

the formrs meaning, accounts for Lhe covariation with cognitive tests.

Ihe specific goal of this experiment is to discover Ëhe role thaË mean-

ing plays in determining the correlation coefficients r¿ith those tests.

The present design is also based on the assumption that for meaningful

forms, Ëhe more difficult or random the order of presenËation for a

formrs parts, the greater will be the correlation with criterion

variables - the cognitive Ëests

To best understand this raËionale, the design and results of the
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experiment by den Heyer will be inËroduced. Both his experiment and

Ëhe present study evolved from two earlier works by springbett, Dark,

and clarke (1957), and springbetr (1957), which \¡rere Ínrended to be

prelimínary investigations on Ëhe creaLive process. Therefore, consider-

ation of those two works will first be undertaken.

The Lines Test

rn the inÍtial study (springbetÈ eË aL., L957) the Lines Test was

i.ntroduced as a possible approach to the measurement of creatíve Ëhinking.

Three tyPes of figures consisting of nine lines could be represented. on

4 x 4 grids. They were classified as meaningful (M), gestalt (G), or

nonsense (N) figures , examples of which are given in Figure 1. A figure

Tùas presented to S one line at a time every t\,ro seconds, on nine separaËe

4 x 4 grids, such Ëhat ÍË was impossible Ëo vier¡r the whole figure

simultaneously. The task was presenËed as one of rote memory, to repro-

duce as many of the lines as possible in their proper spatial posíËion

on a separate,, blank 4 x 4 grid.

The second sËudy (SpringbeEt, Lg57) used basically the same

procedure, but replaced meaningful figures with words, and replaced

gestalt figures with mirror images of words. Nonsense figures formed

the third Ëype of figure. Three examples are shown in Figure 2.

The rationale for such a procedure may be gíven as follows

(SpringbetË, L957; p. 233) z

In brief, Ëhe presence of a hidden organization is assumed to arouse
processes of which r¡ie are noL conscious. It is assumed that the
creatíve Ëhínker is sensitive to such processes. Creative thinkÍng
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is viewed as díffering from problem solving only in degree, as the
presenË test differs only in degree from conventional tests of
reasoning and intelligence. Hence it is expected that scores on
Èhe meaningful figures will show subsLantial correlation with tests
of verbal intelligence, the distorted words less correlaËion, and

. nonsense figures least.

The two experiments appeared to support such reasoning.

The results from the first experimenË demonstrated that M figures

are significantly easier to reproduce than G figures, while G figures

are, ín turn, sígnificantly easier to reproduce than N. And since few

of the M or G figures were perfectly recreaËed, i.e., consciously recog-

nLzed, it could be argued that the scores rÁrere indeed influenced by

unconscious facLors related to partially aroused cognitive sËructures.

FurËhermore, in boËh experiments M and especially verbal figures

correlaLe noticeably beËter with tests of verbal inËelligence than do

Ëhe remaining Ëypes of figures. The second experiment I^Ias better desígned

Ëo test the influence of a partially aroused verbal organLzation, as it

conËained definiËe words rather Lhan meaningful forms (M) to which words

could be att,ached. In addiËion, both experiments generally resulted in

subsËantÍal correlaËion of all types of figures wiËh tests of spatial

abilíËy, and in the first study Ëhere were substantial correlations of

M and G f igures r^rith a tesË of abstract reasoning.

Such patterns of correlaËions wiËh cognitive tesËs (only some

of which are reported here) added support to the view that Ëhe Lines

Test proceduretrmust yield some measure of Ëhe interaction of conscious

and unconscious processesrtt (Ibid.: p. 231) and in this way would offer

an approach to the sLudy of creaËive thinking.
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Percepfiral Integrat ion

trrlith these intiar encouraging results , Ëhe nexË variable

investigated was the rate of presentation of a formts parts. The

earlier Lines Test had presenËed, on sËenciled gríds, one line of a

figure every two seconds. Using a different technique called sequential

parË presenËaËion (sPP), and starting aË the rate of eíght lines per

second (1/s), den Heyer (L967) was able to increase the rate of presenr-

ation until the form appeared to inËegrate inËo a recogni zable whole.

The task becomes altered from one of rote memory and conceptual inte-

graËion in Ëhe Lines Test, to one of perceptual integration. rt was

Ëhe primary coll.cern of this sËudy to discover r^rhether the results of the

previous experimenËs could be replicated using data from a perceptual

recognition task.

Briefly, there were three Lypes of visuar forms: meaningful (M),

verbal (V), and nonsense (N). These forms T,{ere constructed from 9 neon

lamps whose raËe and sequence of firing could be carefully controlLed

(see ApparaËus and Appendix A). starting at rhe rate of B l/s ('1,

stands equally for light or line), which means Ëhat an enËire form of 9

lights is presented in roughly one second, s was confronted wiËh the

unknown form and was asked to replicaËe what he saw. The rate of

presentation was increased in steps of 4 L/s after every failure at

correct reproduction, and this procedure continued untí1 success occurred.

Therefore, one test variables was the rate in L/s at which

successful reproduction or perceptual integration occurred (SPP condi-

Èion). The same visual forms rrere presented tachistoscopically, and
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the recognition Ëhreshold for this condition (T) becane Ëhe second test

variable. BoËh scores were then correlated with the results from Ëhe

followÍng cognitive tesËs: Henmon Nelson Tests of Mental Ability (lil{),

DifferenËiaI AptiËude Test of Space Relations (SPù, Embedded Fígures

Test (EFT) , Remote Associations Test (RAT).

In the investigaLor rs opinion, wiËh one major exception, the

pattern of resulËs in the SPP condiËion did indeed conform to Ëhe

results obtained in the earlier studies uËilÍzing Ëhe Lines Test.

FírsË, in both SPP and T conditions significanË differences in

recogniËíon thresholds were found between the M, V, and N figures, N

having the highest Ëhreshold. Second, the main findings agaín refer Ëo

Ëhe fact that significant correlations are to be found between SPP

scores and cognitive tests. The results are sur¡rnarj-zed in Table I,

using Ëhe combined daLa for male and female subjects.

The major exception alluded to r¡ras Ëhe superior pattern of

significant correlations for nonsense figures in the SPP condiËion,

especíally with DAT-SR. lhe combination of Lhis resulË \^rith Ehe fact

that T scope scores had a different and less significant overall paËËern

of correlation, suggested the following,interpretations of resulËs.

A basic assumption is that there exisËs some underlying neural

structure responsible for cognition. The concept is sÍmilar Ëo Hebbrs

phase sequence or T assembly. IË is the arousal of these underlying

neural structures which accounts for the superior performance of

familiar, in conËrasË to nonsense, figures, in the Lines Test and SPP.



TABLE I

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN PERCEPTUAL AND

COGNITIVE VARIABLES (From den Heyer, L967)

Perceptual Variables

CognitÍve Meaningful Verbal Nonsense
Variables SPP T Spp T Spp T

QuantiËative IQ .079 -.093 -.106 -.007 _.220 _.OZI

Verbal IQ .053 .015 -.313'k .067 -.139 -.042

HN Total IQ .07 5 - .048 - .267-k .007 - .ZO3 - .046

EFT .260.æ .044 .252¿t _.047 .318,t _.125

DAT-SR -.339'k -.L37 -.382¡ç _.279 -.625¿t _.151

RAT -.044 -.L04 -.055 _.022 _.072 _.240

*p(.05,df=55,t>1.680.
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The covaríation between SPP and cognítive tesËs r,,ras aË first thought to

be explained by the presence of meaningful organj,zations relevant to

both. Thus, verbal figures maintained the highest correlation of all

forms r',rith the Henmon Nelson Test of verbal Ability; and verbal and

meaningful figures, containing familiar spatial structures, correlate

well with EFT and DAT-sR, tesËs utilizing similar oîgar-j.zations.

To explain how N figures, which supposedly have no underlying

neural organization, correlate just as well and even better with EFT and

DAT-SR, den Heyer proposed the exiitance of a learning factor. Because

there is no underlyíng structure aiding percepËion of N figures, a learn-

ing process must occur for a phase sequence, or some analogous structure,

to build up during repeaËed trials before perceptual inËegration occurs.

FurËhermore, since T scope presentation also fulfills these two cond.iLions,

Ëhat is, it allows for a) the arousal of meaningful organízations, and

b) for perceptual learning in the case of N figures, and since there is

not the same pattern of significanË correlation with the cognitive ËesËs

as found with SPP, it was further argued that the sequential presenËation

of part,s, with Ëhe inLroducËion of temporal organizatíon into Ëhe task,

is an essential requirement before a perceptual task simulates higher

cognitive Processes. T scope presentation does not require the temporal

integration of parts, and consequenËly does not correlate as well r¡ith

Ëhe cognitive tesËs.

The relationship between SPP and cognit,ive tests was thus

atËributed Éo three factors: a) corffnon organízational factors inherenË

in both forms and cogniËive tests, b) perceptual learning in Ëhe case of



nonsense figures,

integration.

c) the requirement of temporal as well as spatial

Temporal Integration

An expanding amount of experimental evidence having

the rtimingr of information perhaps offers some background

results concerning sequenËíaI part presentation.

to

to

do wíth

the present

sËroud (1957, L967) and Efron (L967) offer evidence which

characterizes the brain as taking information in discrete moments, or

what Efron prefers Ëo call tprocessing periods', of from 50 to 70 milli-

seconds in duration (Efronts figures). i{ithin thÍs processing period

both the tíme order and even the quality of events is lost to Ëhe

perceiver. For example, Lichtensteín (1961) demonstrated that apparent

simultaneity beËween four sequentially flashing lights in a diamond

pattern, occurs at a frequency of L25 msecs /4 líghts, regardless of light

sequencing. Thus 125 msecs was the threshold at which time differentia-

Ëion for perceiving order ceased. Smith (L967) discussed the theory of
rquantizedr perceptions in relation to Ëheories of the psychological

refractory period. rn the same area, Berstein, Blake, and Hughes (1968)

produced evidence that reaction times are greatesË following an inter-

stimulus interval of no longer than 75 msecs, a figure somewhat closer to

Efronrs estimation. As for the qualiËy of events occurring within these

raTr.ges, Efron cites preliminary studies where a 20 msec f lash of red

followed by 20 msecs of green, results in the perception of yellor^r; a

red-green-red combination of 30-30-30 msecs is seen as yel1ow followed
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by red; a red-green-red-green combination of 30-30-30-30 msecs becomes

yellow again. Thus, events occurring wiËhin the 60 nsec range appear to

be integraËed.

The theory most ofËen used in attempting to explain such regulari-

Ëies has been the cybernetic model of trrliner (1948) and McCulloch and

Pitts (L947), which stresses Ëhe imporËance of a scanning process,

presumably the alpha rhyËhm, for perception. Murphee (L954) has offered.

some evidence that Ëhe alpha rhyËhm plays an integral role ín form

perceptioTr., apparenË motion, and figure-ground reversals. studies by

canter and Fleming (1966), and Donchin, tr{icke, and Lindsy (1963) also

ciËe correlaËions between cortical potenËials and subject ts reports of

light flashes. There is some question, however, whether Ëhe tprocessing

period t is related Ëo a cyclícal mechanism, such as the alpha rhyËhm, or

wheËher iË is relaËed to some other type of mechanism (Efron,1967; p.727).

I{iËhin Ëhe context of Ëhe present technique of sequential part

Presentation the implication is that perhaps, during sËimuluslxesentaton,

the imposition of temporal inËerruptions interacts wiËh this processing

period. If such periods are essential to mental functioning it may be

thaË individual dífferences (in the alpha rhyËhm for example) account for

generalized abilities across various cognitive tesËs, and in Ëhis way

performance during SPP ís related to performance on those cognitive tests.

Hence the ability to retain, or temporally integrate, a sequence of parts

during SPP may well be relaËed Ëo the ability, in tests of spaËia1

reasoning, to mainËain an abstract visual strucËure, and in EFT, to

mainËain a correct image of Ëhe original figure.
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The Role of Apparent Motion

During SPP the Ëemporal inËerva1 and spatial separation between

lights becôme such that apparenË motion (AM) always occurs príor to

perceptual recognition. It is when AM ceases thaË recogniËion takes

place. The proxirnity of Ëhese tr,io events, AM cessation and subsequent

recognition, suggests that any facËor which influences AM would sirnilarly

affecË Ëhe recognition threshold.

One possibility is that individual differences in the rprocessing

periodt spoken of above, influence Ëhe perception of AM. For example,

it is known that sufficient differences do exisË in perceiving Ëhe onset

and cessation of AM to allow for correlations with neuroticism (Hamilton,

1960) , and age and IQ (Pollock, 1965; HamitËon, 1960). ArËenrion is

again drawn to the study by Murphee (L954) which produced evidence in

favor of a relation between AM and Ëhe alpha rhythm, which is theoretically

relaËed Ëo a rprocessing periodt.

There is also indicaËíon, however, Ëhat meaning reduces AM (Toch &

ItËel1son, L956), and thaË AM is more persistent when the directional

informatÍon is ambiguous or random (Brown, L956; Jeeves & Bruner , 1956;

Jeeves, L964). Therefore, anoËher explanation suggests that durÍng spp,

AM is affecËed by the meaning of the visual form, and Ëhat the differential

ability of ss to reduce AM via the formrs meaning accounËs for the

covariation with the cognitive tests.

Support for this hypothesis can be drawn from the resulËs of the

Lines Test and the one previous experimenË on perceptual integration,

r¿here success on verbal and meaningful forms is sígnifícantly related to
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success on a test of verbal abiliËy. SimÍlarly, spaËial, but nonverbal

sËrucËures, which do not correlate with verbal tests, do correlate

significantly with EFT and a Lest of spatial ability. Analogous to the

reasoning for the Lines Test, the presence of certain underlying neural

organ|zaEions, as measured by tesËs of verbal and spatÍal ability, help

to reduce, in Ëhe case of spp, AM between lights. The result is a

reduction i-n the integraËion threshold for percepËua1 recognition.

In this case, one would expect that a form which was not related to

verbal organízation, and which was simple in construction, that such a

form, presenËed sequentially, should produce insubstantial correlation wiËh

tests measuring those capacities. It is with this idea in mind that the

present sËudy will present to Ss, t!üo types of visual forms consisting of

words (I,rI forms) , or a simple horizontaL array of vertical lines (IIA forms).

The words are expecËed to correlate with a test measuring verbal ability,

and with a test of spatial abilÍty, basically replicating the experiment of

den Heyer. The horizontal array, however, is not expecËed to correlate

r/üÍth Ëhose same tests to any extenË.

Difficulty of Task

The rationale of the Lines Test had argued for the continuity of

creative thinking with oËher areas of problem solving. CreaËíve thínking

was defined as existÍng in those situations where the solution to a

problem l^Ias not explicitly present among the elements of the task; and the

creative thinker was defined as an individual sensitive to hidd.en or

unconscÍous Processes which tsupply' that soluÈion or principle completing
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the task.

rn Ëhe case of Ëhe Lines Test (springbett, Dark, & clake, Lgsl)

M and G figures had significant correlations of .57 anð. .58 respectively,

with a test of abstract reasoning (D.A.T. AR). N figures did not correl-

ate significantly. The abstract reasoning tesË 'hras descríbed as preseïLt-

ing a relatively simple problem - tsimple' because the matrices, through

which the hidden principle giving solution to the task is presented, are

given in an orderly sequence. Thus, the principle is treadílyt discovered.

The Lines Test ú/as descriþed as being similar to absËracL reasoning, but

different, ín that the hidden principle could noË be easily discovered

as with absËract reasoning. The Ëlro tesËs correlate because Ëhey involve

Ëhe same type of task. :'

It is of interest to noËe also that the highest correlaËions are
obËained with the D.A.T" Abstract Reasoning Test. Matrices tests are

the closesË in principle to the Lines Test since they contaín arhidden princíple'r,but one which, because of the oraerly sequence of
Ëhe matrices, is relatively easy to discover. (spríngbett, nark, e
Clake , L957; p. 18).'

If the simulation of higher cogniËive processes, by Ëhe Lines Test

and SPP, resËs upon Ëheir ability to conceal effectively the basic organíza-

Ëion of the visual forms presented, it is of potential interest Ëo

inquire Í-nto possible factors which conËrol difficulty of the Ëask. For

example, D.A.T. AR is described as being easy, because the maËríces are

presented ín orderly sequence.

rn the only test to date utilizing spp, den Heyer had presented

the elements of Ëhe figures in a random order (R). A random order of

presenËation had also been used for the Lines Test. If the elements, in
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both sPP and Lines Test, had been presenËed in an orderly sequence, it is

possible that the tasks would become too easy, that all Ss would perceive

Ëhe figure aË equally low thresholds, and that any correlations with

cognitive tests, especÍa1ly abstracË reasoning, would. become insignificant

as a result of the common threshold.

In relation to Ëhe different IIA and tr^I f igures in this experiment, it

is argued that for both forns, an orderly presentation of elements consist-

ing of a left-to-right sequencing of rights, will result in lower

integration thresholds, and possibly insignificant covariation with the

cognitive Lests. However, during a random order of presentation, it is

expected, for the words only, thaË integraËion thresholds will increase,

and that significanË covariaËion with the cognitive tests will again be

found.

The same is not expecËed to occur \,üith the lIA form for two reasons.

FirsË, perception of words takes place ín a seguentíal fashion, from left-

Ëo-right. A random order of presentatíon would appear to be more tempor-

ally disrupting for a word, than for a símple, uniform structure such as

the horizonËal array. The orderly method of presentation is thus called

natural (N) presentation, in relation to the naturalness of reading words

left-to-right. The integration of temporally disparate elements should

noË be as acute for the IIA form as for the words. Second, explanaËion of

the covariation with all- cognitive tesËs to be utilized, verbal rQ, EFT,

D"A.T" Spatial Ability and D.A.T. Abstract Reasoning, Ínvolves the consid-

eration of verbal and spatial organizations of whích the IIA is thought to

be devoid. Thus, for both N and R orders of presentation, IlA is not expected
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Ëo covary with any of the cognitive tests.

But if, for example, R resulted in significant and higher

correlations f or tr'I and IIA f orms togeËher, and not f or I¡l f orms alone,

this would suggest a) that the role of relevant underlying organízations

in the reductíon of AM has been overemphasized, and b) that the

covariaËion with cognitive Ëests may be due Ínstead, Ëo indívidual

differences in some mechanism, such as a processing period or alpha

rhythm, r,¡hich influences the scores on a variety of tests, and in the

case of SPP influencing perception of appaïent notion. If this occurs,

superÍor correlaËion during R, in contrast to N, for both tr{ and IIA forms,

could be explained by the fact that AM is more persistenË during random

presentation (Jeeves & Bruner, 1956); thus condiËion R would be more

able to differentiate Ëhose wirh the appropriate ability to reduce AM

than would condition N.

using the above methods, by manipulating the temporal and spatial

order during SPP it is hoped that some insíght can be gained. concerning

Ëhe common factors causing covariaËion with the cognitive tests.



CHAPTER II

}4ETHOD

An ,importanË part of thÍs experimenË depends upon choosing a

figure which has little or no verbal and spatíal organization. If the

assumption ís correct, that AM is red.uced Ëhrough the existence of

underlying neural structures independent measures of which are afforded

by tests of verbal and. spatial ability, and possibly EFT, Ëhen a figure

devoid of such feaËures should not covary with any of those tests. Den

Heyer used nonsense figures in his experiment,, but they proved to yield

higher correlations than both verbal and meaningful figures with EFT and

a test of spatial ability. Unlike these nonselìse fígures, however, which

were quite spread out requiring some organization, the horizontal array

chosen for this study presented a relaËively easy task. Ss did not have

to determine the sPatial position of each 1ight, sÍ-nce their arrangemenË

is fairly obvious, buË instead, T,{ere told to concenËraËe on giving the

correct number of lights in the array, and to indicate roughly the spaces

between the lights. The latter task is also easy since all spaces

separating the lights are equal excepË for one identifying double-spaced

gap beËween ti,ro lights (see Figure 4) . rt seems that both these tasks

could be easily accomplished after the complicating ínfluence of AM had

stopped. rdeally, the correlations obtained with Ëhis figure should

give a good indication of the relative importance of tpuret AM reduction,

that is, the ability t,o reduce AM withouË Ëhe confounding facËors of

verbal and spaËial organizaicLon

L6
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Apparatus

Additional informaËion concerning the apparaÈus may be found in

Appendix A. In accordance with the purpose of the original Lines Test,

the essential feature of this apparatus is the sequential presenËaÈion

of parts of a vÍsual form, pattern or word. The rate of sequentíal part

presenËation (SPP) must be easily manipulated and be of such a frequency

Ëhat the task is a percepËual one rather than the rote memory aspect of

the Lines Test. hliËh Ëhese stipulatíons ín mind, l,Ir. Be1l (Ëechnician,

Department of Psychology, University of ivlanitoba) devised and constructed

Èhe percepËual integration apparatus used by den Heyer and. the presenË

s tudy.

There are Ëhree basic components. Switching circuits locaËed in

box A, Figure 3a, determine Ëhe sequence in which 9 lights, plugged into

the outlets within Ëhe box, will fire. Regardless of sequence, aLL 9

lights must come on before the first in the series fires again. The

length of time any repeating sequence continues is controlled by the

HunËer InLerval Tímer, box C. For this study a 10 second duration r{as

used. The ronr period for each single light is-controlled through box

B. It s consËrucËion was such that the Ëime interval separating the

firing of consecutive lights was equal Ëo the ronrperiod of each light.

The on/off ratio is thus I:I. I¡Iithin this format, Ëhe frequency of

firing can be varied from 6 l/s to 115 1/s.

The 9 líghts which were used in creating the sËimulus objects,

Lüere construcËed by embedding a neon bulb in a shaped piece of white

plastic. The plastíc lras covered with black paínt leaving only one

slit through which líght could escape. The slit was of Ëwo sizes:
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2mm x 64mm, and 2mm x 90mm. Magnets fixed to the base of the plastic

allowed these lights to be placed on the meÊal surface of box A (Figures

3a and 3b). This 12tr x 16tr box containing elecËrical outleËs and

switching circuiËs, served Lhen, as a backboard on which the líghts could

be placed together to form different figures. The meËal background was

painËed mat black; and alËhough ultra violeË lighting was required to

assure consistenË firing of the neon bulbs, S could see Èhe position of

each light only during fíring. A further precauËion r¿as taken, hov,rever,

by placing a cloth screen over the stimulus array between trials.

Stimulus Objects

Six words \^7ere used, each constructed from 9 lights. Ttrey hTere;

LIVE, NUN, I^IILL, FUN, MITT, VILE. It can be seen why two light sizes

Ì47ere Tr.ecessary - the letters V, N, tr{, and M require longer lengths to

compleËe the diagonals.

Two horizontal arrays were used (Figure 4). IÌ4, and lIA, were

considered identical fcrms, for Ëhe singular difference between them is a

change in the position of an identifying gap. In oËher features they are

identical. All lights in IIA, and HA, were 2mm x 64mm.

Experimental Design

Both I¡I and IIA forms r¡rere presented sequentÍally under two condi-

tions. During natural presentation (condition N) Ëhe lights creating

the various forms flashed on and off in an orderly and sequential fashion

from left to right (Figure 4, upper numerals). During random presentation

(condíËion R) Ëhe lights were fired in a random order (Figure 4, lower
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numerals). The same random order of presentaËion T¡ias mainËained for the

6 words and 2 horizontal arrays.

The rationale is given in greaËer detail elsewhere. Basically,

naËura1 presentation is not expected to result in a significant pattern

of correlaËion between integration thresholds and the cognitive Ëests,

for both trni and ÌIA. However, during random presentation Ëhe resultanË

correlations are expecËed to a) remain stable for IIA in relation to

the correlations produced by HA(N), buË b) rise significantly for !ü, in

relation to the correlations produced by lt(N); this last event (b)

replicaËing the resulËs of den Heyer. The main findings will refer,

therefore, to a whole pattern of correlaËions, and to Ëhe differential

rise in covariation, if any, fr,om W(N) to I^l(R), buË not from IIA(N) to IIA(R).

The design called for two sets of words (LIVE, NUN, !trILL and FIIN,

Mrrr, vrLE), and tkTo forms of HA (IIA, and Mù. ss could nor, of course,

be given the same items during condÍtions N and R. Therefore, 3 words

and one form of IIA would be gíven under N, and the remaining words and

IIA given Ëo the same ss the next day under R. some counterbalancing

would then have to be done for position effecËs.

Ss were randomly divided into 2 equal groups (N = 29). Group

received IIA,

purpose of

received H\(N) on Day I, and HA2(R) on Day 2.

on Day I, and HA2(N) on Day 2. Assumingr,,for

I

(R)Group II

the present

obtaining integration Ëhresholds, the equivalence of iIA, and IIAr, Ëhe

only requirement was to counterbalance position effect for N and R.

Reasoning r^Ias some\^that different for the words. It could not

be as readily assumed that the tr47o sets of words would be equivalent,
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í.e., integrated at equal thresholds under the same conditions, even

though some attempt r47as made to have them as similar as possible, e.g.,

LrvE and vrLE, FUN and NUN, I4TTLL and Mrrr. some atËempË would have to

be made to test their eguivalence. Thus LrvE, NUN, i^lrll,, and FUN, Mrrr,

vrLE, appeared on the first day for Groups r and rr, respectively--both

under condiËion N. And during Day 2, each group received the words not

previously presented--boËh under condition R. The difficulty of the

words themselves \4ras of interest here, therefore it was importanË to

counterbalance for time of occurrence. The fact Ëhat, for the words, R

always occurs on the second day of testing, did not appear to have any

imporËant bearing on the results; although a ful1 design would have

called for 4 groups, and a consequent rise in testing tirne.

Tes t ldaterials

Since the present sËudy is an attempt at further analysis of the

results presented by SpringbeËt, on the Lines Test, and by den Heyer, on

PercePtual integration, essentially idenËical cognitive Ëests are used.

Both Springbett and den Heyer had used the Henmon Nelson Test of

Mental Ability (den Heyer uËilizing Form A). It r,ras decíded Ëo continue

Ëhe use of the Henmon Nelson (HN), Revised Edition, Form A. Ihree scores

can be derived from this tesË: Verbal IQ, Quantitative IQ, and Total IQ,

or V plus Q. These formed variables Ir 2, and 3, respectively.

A shortened form of the Embedded Figures Test (EFT) was used

which included the following 12 figures, D2, El, H1,433 CZ, B1, E3, Gl,

42, Dl , Cl , and Gr--Biven i-n Ëhat order f.or each S. Scores on EFT
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consËituted variabLe 4.

The Differenrial Apritude Tesr for spatial Ability (D.A.T. sA)

was the third test given. rt is divisible into three parts: Rights,
I{rongs, and Total, creating variables 5, 6, and 7, respectively.

Finally, the Differential Aptitude Test for Abstract ReasonÍng

(D.A.T. AR) r,¡as included. There are Lhree parËs to this test arso:

Rights, Ialrongs , and Total , which becomes variables B , 9 , and 10,

respec tively.

Sub j ec ts

Orly male Ss were used. There were 58 students from the Univer-

sity of lvlanitoba. Participatíon Ín such experiments r¡ras a course

requiremenË for those enrolled in introductory psychology.

Procedure

conventíonal TesËs. Before christmas, Ëhe majority of ss

completed rhe EFT and D.A"T. sA and AR. while individual resting is
required for EFT, one group session was used for both sA and aR. After
christmas, Iilv rQ was administered. in group session, each group contain-

ing 26 Ss. AppropriaËe instrucËions were followed in each case. Those

missing any of Ëhe group tests completed Ëhem individually at later dates.

At this point the conventÍonal tesËs compríse variables 1 to l0

inctrusíve. Variables 11 to 22 are derived from the following percepËual

integration tasks.

Perceptual IntegraËion Test. For Ëests utilizing

integration apparaËus, each s came twice, on consecutíve

the percepËual

days. The
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stipulation of returning on Ëhe following day was fulfilled by all but

a few Ss.

Upon entering the experimental room for Ëhe first Èime, S was

seated ín front of the display unit and gÍven the following insËructions:

Behind the black screen in front of you are a number of very Ëhin
lights (S shown sample light). These líghrs may be puË in any
combinaËion to form differenË figures or words. They can also be
made to flash independently aË a slower or faster rate. Now when I
lift the screen the lights will begin flashing on and off. your
task will be Ëo discover the true form ourlined by the lights.

They will only flash for periods of 10 seconds. At first you
will not be able to recognize any paËt,ern or shape. rf not, on Ëhe
next l0 second Ërial the tights will flash aË a faster rate. you
will often notice that lights will appear Ëo jump around, although
they are stationary. This effect is called apparenË motion and will
evenËually dÍsappeax, at which time the true figure will emerge as a
recognizable who1e. These 10 second trials wí1l be repeaËed until
you describe the figure exactly as it is.

There will be 4 different figures. The first will be a meaning-
less one (HA). The last three will be words. It will be necessary
for you to reproduce the first figure on a piece of paper so that r
can verify Ëhat you have seen it correcËly. Reproduce the exact
number of lines you see, and the spaces beËween the lines. I{ith the
words you need only say what they are as soon as you recognize them.

Pay atËention and try your besË. Please do not tell anyone of the
nature or content of this experiment.

Depending upon Ëhe group he was in, ! then completed the four parts of

the test for that day. After each failure to correcËly reproduce the IIA,

S ¡,rras given a frest¡ blank paper.

There r^ras a 3 to 4 minuËe delay between each change of words to

allow for their construction. This was done by E moving the magnetízed

lights into their neI^r positions--the procedure being accomplished beyond

Srs field of vision. After each 10 second trial in which S faíled to

perceíve the visual form, a cloth screen was dropped in front of the

uniË and firing frequency was increased in steps of 4 L/s. A1l I forms
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presented during the two days of tesËing were begun at the frequency of

B l/s. No additional instructions were given on the second day of

Ëesting.

For each subject the following scores T¡zere obËained; variables 11

to 14, L7 to 22, ref.er to integration thresholds: 11 - HA(N), L2 - HA(R),

13 - combined integraËion threshold for 3 words (N), 14 - cornbÍned inte-

gration Ëhresholds for remaining words (R), L7 to 22 - índividual

thresholds for each word. Variables 15 and 16 were difference scores:

15 - HA(R) rninus HA(N) or variable L2 minus variable 11, 16 - combined

words (R) minus combíned words (N) or variable 14 minus variable 13.

Data \.nras then transferred to punch card form, and aLL 22 variables

were intercorrelaËed by computer. Correlational matrices were made for

Groups I and II taken separately, and for Ëhe groups combined. The full

correlational matrices may be found in Appendix B.



CHAPTER III

RESI[,TS

The results are anaLyzed in three parts. rn part r, the correra-

tion coefficients beEween perceptual and cognitive tests are presented.

Comparisons of the correlations produced, by using gA and I{ forms under

N and R orders of presentation, constitute the main findings of this
study. From previous results a basic expectation ís for sígníficanË

correlarions of Itl(R) with verbal IQ, EFT, D.A.T. sparial Ability and

AbsËract Reasoning. The remaining condiËions, !ü(N) , HA(N) , and HA(R) ,

are not expected Ëo correlaËe significantly r,rith the same cognitive

tesËs.

Part II gives an analysis of variance of the average integration

threshold aËtained during each of Ëhe four perceptual conditions. Since

the main results depend uPon a comparison of correlation coefficients,

the standard deviation within each of these conditions are also compared.

A Ëhírd Part \,üas required because significant differences r¡rere

found between some grouP means. It wíll be remembered that the experi-

mental design called for Ëhe use of tl,üo groups of subjects, with the

expectaËion thaË no differences would exist beËween them. The resulËs

in Part I are obËained from a combination of the two groups of results.

Part III Ëhus indicates those differences which do exisË; and in a sub-

analysis of the main results, presents Ëhe separate correraËion

coefficients between perceptual and cognitive variables for Groups I and

rr. This r¿as done Eo check whether group differences in means, which

26
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occurred ín tr¿o of the perceptual conditions, appreciably influenced the

size of correlation coefficients.

PARÎ I

CorrelaËion CoefficienËs BeËween Perceptual and CogniËive Tests

The coefficients displayed belov¿ in Table 2, were obËained from

the combined data of Groups r and rr. Total N was 58, with 29 ss from

each group. Table 2 gives only the 24 correLations beËween main cognitive

variables--Verbal IQ, Quantitative IQ, Tot,al IQ, EFT, D.A.T" SA and AR,

and the four perceptual variables--HA(N), HA(R), !I(N) , and !I(R), The ful1

correlational matríx of 256 ínter-correlations can be found in Appendix

B, Table 8.

TABLE 2

CORRELATION C OEFF ICIENTS BETI,üEEN PERCEPTUAL

AND COGNITIVE VARIABLES (COMBINED DATA)

Cognitíve
Var iable

11
HA(N)

SequenËial Part

L2
HA(R)

PresentaËion

13
!üords (N)

L4
I{ords (R)

1 Verbal IQ
2 QuantitaËive IQ

3 Tocal Iq
4 EFT

7 D.A.T. SA

10 D.A.T. AR

- .030

-.L9s

-.113
.a99

-.200
-.365-*

- .043

-.022

- .041

.268r<

-.)LZ^

.024

-.l-76
-.252*
-.244¿c

.392*

- .309'^"

-.298*

.055

-.236".<

-.07L
.433*

- .5 70*

- .353*

*p< 05, df = 56, t2L.67L.
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Restricting the discussion to significant correlations (p ( .05,

df = 56, t ) L.67I), one finds that IIA(N) correlates with D.A.T. AR

-.365, HA(R) with EFT .268 and with D.A.T. SA -.312. The correlaËions

for I¡I forms are generaLLy Larger than the correlations for IIA forms.

lI(N) has significanË correlations of -.252 wLth QuanLitaËive IQ, -.244

Total IQ, .392 EFT, -.309 D.A.T. SA, and -.298 D.A"T. AR. ltr(R) correl-

ares -.236 wít]-:- QuantiËaËive IQ, .433 EFT, -.570 D.A"T. SA, and -.353

wiËh D.A.T. AR.

A definitely unexpected result is the failure of I{(R) Ëo correlaËe

with Verbal IQ (r =.055). Also unexpected, is the consisËent pattern of

significant correlations of lI(N) wiËh Ëhe cognitive tests. In view of

Ëhis pattern, a significant correlaËion of lü(N) wiËh Verbal IQ would

seem approriate, but again, as for I{(R), it did rrot materiaLLze (r =

-.t76).

lhe correlation coefficienËs produced by IIA forms are consisËently

in the same direction as Ëhose produced by Èhe words, buË are generally

smalLer in size. If an average correlation coefficÍent (disregarding

sign) is Ëaken over Ëhe six cognitive variables in Table 2, the results

(Tablê 3) show th" rr' for IIA(N) Eo be .L67, for IIA(R) .LLz, for i^I(N)

.278, and for I,ü(R) .268.

Upon inspection of the correlations on the lasË three cogniËive

variables in Table 2 (EFT, D.A.T. SA and AR), one finds thaË the general

influence of a random order of presentaËion, as compared wiËh a natural

order, is to increase the size of the correlaËions for boËh HA and I{ forms.

The two most obvious examples are found in the increase of I,rl(N) to I,t(R)
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TABLE 3

r___ coMPARrsoN oF PERCEPIIJAL CONDITIONS (FROM TABLE 2)AV

11
Ha(N)

Sequential Part PresenËation

L2 13
HA(R) irlords (N)

T4
i,'Iords (R)

.t67 .TLz .278 .268

from -.309 to -.570, on D.A.T" SA, and of H¡\(N) to HA(R) from.099 ro

.268, on EFT. A noËable contrary result, however, is Ëhe drop in correla-

tion of HA(N) to HA(R) from -.365 to .024, on D.A.T" AR. lhis unequal

influence of R across the Ëhree cognitive tesËs for IIA forms, does

complicate any possible explanatÍon. It is certainly contrary to

exPecËaËion, neverËheless, that aË least Ër,üo of Ëhe correlations for HA

forms (with EFT and D.A.T. SA) do become significant during R, and that a

third correlation (with D.A.T" AR) becomes significanË during N.

PART II

IntegrgtÍon Íhresholds

Again using the combined daËa from the Ër4ro groups, an analysis of

variance was undertaken Lo ascertain the effecËs of the main condíËions

(sequenLial order and visual form) on inËegration thresholds during SPP.

Replacing a tÌrro-T/üay design, which consisted of correlated daËa for all
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cells, a three-!üay classification scheme was utilized (McNemar, L962; pp.

322-329). The results, summarized Ln Table 4 below, indicaËe what would

be expecËed.

TABLE 4

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SHOI^TING INFI.UENCE OF 2 TYPES OF

VISUAL FOR]"IS AND 2 SEQUENTIAL ORDERS OF ?RESENTATION

ON INTEGRATION THRESHOLD DURING SPP

Source of Variation SS df MS

IIA vs InI (1)

NvsR(2)

Subjects (3)

InteracËion L x 2

rt 1x3
tt 2x3

't lx2x3

Total

L3 ,75L L L3 ,75L 1145rf

5,821 L 5,821 322*

3,080 57 54

2,L54 I 2,154 153*

703 s7 L2

1,053 57 lB

830 s7 L4

27 ,392 23L

p<.05

Integration threshold for IIA forms is significantly higher than

the threshold for the words , vi-2., mean integration threshold for HA (N),

HA (R),Inlords (N) and (R) are, respectively 25.3,4L.2, 15.5, and 19.9. A

random order of presentaËion also produced significantly higher integra-

tion thresholds for both IIA and I{, alËhough a significant
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ínteraction between Ëhe two conditions (F = 153) demonstrates an unequal

and lesser influence of R for the words. In Part III, the main contríbu-

Ëor to this interaction is attributed to one seË of words, which are found

to give significantly lower íntegration thresholds during R. When the

results from the tÌ,io groups of subjects are cornbined, the effect of this

set of words is Ëo lower appreciably the toËal mean integration threshold

for üI(R), producing Ëhe interaction.

The influence of Ëhe main conditions on integration threshold is

graphically presented in Figure 5 below. The ordinate represents thresh-

old in lights per second (1/s), while the abscissa designates conditions

N and R. A poÍnt to rernember is that all trials began at the frequency

of B 1/s.

An F test comparison of individual variances for all four

perceptual condiËions, usíng the combined data, yielded the following

results (Table 5). Condition R generally resulËs in an increase in

TABLE 5

VARIABILITY OF SCORES DURING SPP

Sequential Part PresenËation

11
HA(N)

L2
HA(R)

13
tr{ords (N)

L4
trrlords (R)

Standard
Deviations

4.9 6.3 3.1 5.0

:kp ( .025, df = 57 & 57, F = L.67.
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variabiliËy which is significant for the words only. The variability

for W(R) Ís significantly greater than for Inl(N),5.0 vs 3.1; however,

the variability of IIA(R), although greater than Ëhat of Hr\(N), 6.3 vs

4.9, is not significantly larger. Both HA forms also result in signifi-

canËly greater variability Lhan Inl(N), 4.9 and 6.3 vs 3.1. These results

are produced graphically in Figure 6.

A noËeworthy finding, considering the resulËs in Part I, is that

I^I(N) and I^I(R) maintain higher correlation coefficients with cognitive

tests, in spite of comparable and, in fact, lower variability.

In summary, the results in Part II demonsËrate a) increased

integration threshold under IIA and R conditions, and b) increased

variability under those same conditions.

PART III

Group Differences

Because each S partook in the task of integraËíng IIA and !ù forms

under both conditions N and R, it T,{7as necessary Ëo supply different IIA

and verbal forms during Ëhe second condition. Otherwise S would soon

reaLi-ze Ëhat Ëhe same iËems were being used, and the purpose of Ëhe

experiment would be defeated. The two types of iIA forms used were

considered identical, therefore Ss were divided into tr^ro groups to alter-

naËe the order of appearance for conditions N and R only. The Ëwo

different sets of words, each to be used under a separate condition,

could not as easily be considered identical, however, and the same two

subject groups were then used to insure that each set of words appeared

under similar condíËions. In this r4ray one can compare dífferenË verbal
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forms in relation to either integration Ëhreshold, or, to the resulting
correlations wíth cognitive tests, since correlation coefficients between

percepËual and cognitive variables \,,iere taken within Groups r and rr
separaËely, before the resulËs rnrere combined for the main findings.

Surprisingly, significanË differences between the groups r¡rere

found in the mean integration threshold of IIA forms d.uring N, and in Ëhe

integration thresholds of Id forms during R (p < .025, df = 56, t ) 2.00).

Table 6 below, gíves a comparison of those means. Average inËegraËion

threshold for Group r on IIA(N) was 27.4, and for Group rr ir was 23.L7.

The average integraËion threshold for Group r on w(R), which consisËed

of the r¿ord set FUN, Mrrr, vrLE, \^ras 2L.3, and for Group rr, which

received the word set LrvE, NUN, wrLL, it was 18.5. Bracketed numbers in
the table referred to the day on which Ëhe differenË forms appeared, i.ê.,
wheËher iË was first or second session.

TABLE 6

AVERAGE INTEGRATION THR.ESHOLDS FOR GROUPS I AND II

Sequential Part Presentation
11 L2 13 L4

HA(N) HA(R) Words (N) trrrords (R)

LIVE FUN
Gr I (L) 27.4 (2) 40.2 (1) NUN 15.9 (2) Mrrr 21.3

I4IILL VILE

FUN LIVE
Gr II (2) 23.L (L) 42.2 (1) Mrrr ls.e (2) NUN t8.s

VILE }TILL
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No significant differences between Groups I and II were found,

on the average scores for the remaining cognitÍve variables (variables

1 to 10).

FÍnally, Tables 7a and 7b give the separaLe correlation coeffici-

enËs between perceptual and cognitive variables for Groups r and rr.

The entire correlaËion maËrices for boËh groups can be found in Appendix

B, Tables 9 and 10. rn reration to the group differences in mean

integration Ëhresholds for HA(N) and hl(R), there appears to be no effect

on correlation as a result of differenË thresholds. ft".rV on IIA(N) in

Group r is .163, and f or Group TT .244 (Table 7a) . fr. r"r, on I,rl(R) f or

Group r is -332, and for Group rr, .23L. However, where the group means

are similar, on IIA(R) and I{l(N), Ëhere exist larger deviations between

groups, Ín Ëhe size of correlation coefficients. Thus, on IIA(R) Group r

has an r.r, of .185, and Group rr -.013. rn this last instance, Group rr
gives Ëhe largest number of correlaËions Ín a direction opposite to the

majoriËy of correlations, although none of these are significant.

ft" r"r, for Group I on I^I(N) is more than twice that of Group r,

.368 vs .L67. rn a deËailed look at this discrepancy, Lhe most notable

characËeristic is the difference between the groups on the correlaËions

wiËh EFT. Group r has a correlation coefficient of .0r7 and Group rr

.676. For I,rl(N), Group r received the word set LrvE, NUN, wrLL, and

Group rr the seË FUN, Mrrr, vrLE. under hI(R) each group received Ëhe

opposite set. An additional peculiariËy is discovered upon inspecËíon

of the correlations yielded by the word Mrrr. under condition N, a

correlation of .727 is obtained wiËh EFT, but during condition R Ëhe
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correlation drops to .157 with the same cognitive test--a direct reversal

of the expecËed results.

TABLE 7a

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI\ÌEEN PERCEPTUAL

AND COGNITIVE VARIABLES (GROUP I)

Sequential Part Presentation

Cognitive
Variables

t1
HA(N)

L2
HA(R)

13
I^Iords (N)

L4
tr^Iords (R)

1 Verbal IQ

2 QuantÍtative IQ

3 Total IQ
4 EFT

7 D.A"T. SA

10 D.A.T. AR

av

- .067

-.193

-.L45
.026

-.259
-.290

.L63

-.101
-.L96
-.L72

.181

- .361

-.101
. 185

-.025
_ )2,)

-.L36
.oL7

-.257

-.336¿c

.167

-.076

-.297

-.205
.349rk

- .606:t

-.46L;c

. JJ¿

p<.05r df=27, t>1.703
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TABLE 7b

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETI{TEEN PERCEPTUAL

AND COGNITIVE VARIABLES (GROUP II)

Var iables
11

HA(N)

Sequential Part PresentaËion

L2 13
HA(R) Idords (N)

L4
üIords (R)

1 Verbal IQ

2 Quantitative IQ

3 Toral IQ

4 EFT

7 D.A"T. SA

10 D.A.T. AR

av

-.245
-.205
-.267

.223

-.084
-.43L¿c

.244

.136

.242

.202

.420*

- .308

.227

-.013

-.304
-.270

- . 331*;

.67 6¡,

- .358:''

-.273
.368

.05 6

-.ls8
- .031

.6L9,+

- .528',r

-.106
.23L

p(.05,df=27,r=1.703.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this experiment r"ras Ëo isorat,e, if possible, the

factors determining covariation between a perceptual task (spp) and

several cognitive variables.

One hypothesÍs stated that differences in a basic neural mechanism

or rprocessing period t create certain abilities which become demonstrable

in different cognitive tests. In the case of SPP, where apparenË motion

aPPears to play an important role, it was argued that either the rates of

presenËation inËeract with, or the perception of AM is relaËed to, this

processing period. CovariaËion between SPP and cognitÍve tests is the

direct result of this comrnon neural mechanism.

A second hypothesÍs proposed Lhat the covariation i"rith tests such

as verbal rQ and D"A.T" spaËial Ability, ís explained by Ëhe existence

of common olsarlLzational features found in both cognitive tests and cert-

ain SPP figures. As a continuation of the Lines Test, the SPP technique

was also thought to simulate other cognitive tests such as EFT and D.A,T.

Abstract Reasoning. Essential to all three tesËs is the task of discover-

ing a hidden organization or principle.

The pattern of results obtained in this experiment, although not

conclusive, would appear to favour Ëhe latter hypoËhesis.

It is Ëhe verbal figures, consisLing of familiar organLzations,

which produce more consistent correlations wiËh cognitive tests Éhan does

a meaningless and uniform sËrucËure such as Ëhe horizonËal artay. The

3B
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síze of correlaËion coefficient produced by verbal forms is substantially

greater than Ëhe correlaËions produced by IIA forms. Average correlation

for I^l(N) and !ü(R) is .278 and.268 respectively, while those for IIA(N)

and IIA(R are .L67 and .L1,z (Table 3) . Nine ouË of a possible rwelve

correlations were significanË for the meaningful forms while for HA forms

Ëhree out of Lwelve were significant (Table 2). Considering Ëhat IIA forms

were no,t expecËed Ëo correlate \,rith Verbal IQ in any case, and omitËing

also the correlaËions with Total IQ, Ëhe HA form actually correlates

significantly with three out of eight tests.

The existence of significant correlations with cognÍtive tesLs,

even on such a simple form as the horizonËal aîray, still holds open the

possibility Ëhat 'puret AM reduction ís a factor in deËermíning covaria-

tion. This is supported in turn, by the failure of I,rl(N) or I^i(R) to

correlate wÍËh Verbal IQ. If superioríty in verbal organízatíon cannot

be related to performance on SPP for verbal figures, some doubt is cast

upon the importance of meaningful organization for the reduction of AM.

A possible explanation of this failure to obtain signíficant

correlation with Verbal IQ, a result achieved by den Heyer (Table 1), is

Ëhat Ss in both experiments r^rere gíven different instructions. trrlhereas

den Heyer'" !" were not told to expect r¿ords, the instructions in Ëhe

present study explicitly stated that words would be used. The conse-

quence of changing !t" expecËation can be seen in Figure 7. Integratíon

threshold on verbal figures presenËed in random sequence, \^ras 26 L/s in

den Heyerrs study, and L9.9 L/s in this one. The ¡nore difficult condition,

in the former case, would probably accounÈ for the more signÍfÍcant
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correlatiorì.s of verbal figures with Verbal IQ.

The Influence of N and R Onders of PresenËation

The analysis of variance in Part II of the Results shows a) a

significantly lower inËegration threshold for verbal forms in relation Ëo

IIA forms, and b) a significant rise in integraËion Ëhreshold for llA forms

during conditíon R, but an insignificant rise in integration threshold

for verbal forms under the same condÍtion (Figures 5 & 7). Thus, Lhere

is an ínteraction between the two main conditions of visual form and

order of presenËaËion.

The rise in integration threshold for the words, although insigni-

ficant, and for IIA forms, following the change from a natural Ëo a random

order of presentation, ís most reasonably explained as a result of a

difference between N and R in the occurrence and persistence of AM. A

change from a naËural Lo random sequence results in a change in the

Ëemporal and spatial relationship between lights, and thus a change in

the time, i.e., in rates of firíng, when opt,imal AM occurs between lights.

For a random sequence, optimal AM between various lights probably occurs

wíthin a wider ralLge of presenÈation speeds. It is also known Ëhat AM is

more persistent when Ëhe stimuli are randomly presented, in contrast to

the situation r¡here directional information is high.

The underlying neural organization which is responsible for normal

verbal cognition is probably the fact.or responsible for the overall lower

integration threshold for verbal forms in this experiment. The existence

of this meaningfuL organízaËion, for reducing AM during both naËural and
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random sequences , T¡rould arso appear to be an important f actor in

determining covariation wiËh the cognitive ËesËs, since the correlations

on verbal forms are suPerior to and more consistent than, those for the

horízontal array. Under the condition where AM is more persistent and

disrupting (condÍtion R), Ëhere is a greater ability of the test to

discrÍminate between ss. what r,^ias unexpected, r^ras that condiËion N would

display a similar capacity for the words.

Although the horizontal array also produces higher correlations

during condition R, wiËh EFT and D.A.T" Spatial Ability, Ëhe trend is

reversed in the correlation with D.A"T. AbstracË Reasoning, where the

n¿Itural sequence produced a higher correlaËion (-.365 vs .024). rt is

rnainly because the results for IlA forms are inconsistent, Ëhough showíng

some signs of covariaËion, Ëhat the latter hypothesis stressing the

ímportance of meaningful organÍzaËion is favoured.

Thjl Two Experiments Compared

The resulËs from Ëhe experiment by den Heyer (Lg67) and from the

present study, are placed togeËher in Figrire 7. A toËal of five differenË

visual forms have been,tested t,o this date: nonsense (N), meaningful (M),

and verbal(I^I) figures, presenËed under a random sequence in den Heyerts

study (connected by the doÉted line) , and verbal and IIA forms, presented

under nat,ural and random sequences in the present study (connected by

continuous lines). Because of interesË in the concept of a tprocessing

periodr, Ëhe ordinate presents three ways of viewing Ehe data: t(a) t

indicates integraËion threshold in lights per second, for each form,
'-.;'i.Ë¡ìi
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t (b) t represents the interstimulus intervals between lights, in mi1li-

seconds, which would occur under the rates of presenËation in (a), '(") '

represenËs, in milliseconds, the time required (formation time) Ëo

present an entire figure of nine lights, remembering that in both studies

each trial consisted of a ten second duration, in which case each figure

is presented many times.

There are Lüro imporËant points Ëo observe. First, as menËioned

previously, there is the difference in integration threshold between

comparable verbal forms in the t\,ro experiments. In Ëhe experiment where

Ss expected words, integraËion threshold is much lower.

Second, there is the comparison of what are basícally Ëvro differ-

ent types of nonsense figures; the N figures in den Heyerrs study which

consisËed of spread out, non symmetrical designs, and the horizontal

array in the present study, which consÍsted of a uniform, near symmetrical

pattern. Although they are similar in integration threshold, den Heyer rs

figures give superior correlaËions with the cognitive tesËs conìmon to

both experiments - EFT .318 vs. .268, and D.A.T. SpaËial Ability - -.625

vs. -.3L2. All correlatiolrs r¡rere signif icant.

To account for the covariation achieved with a nonsense figure, den

Heyer had suggested Ëhat Ëhroughout the many trials (approximaLely B) S

gradually learns or builds up an internal representation of the form. The

reduction of AM would depend upon how susceptible each S is to Ëhe organi-

zaLion whÍch has been developing. IË may also be, however, that it is

difficult to escape from spatíal organí-zatLon of some kind, regardless

of the figure used; thus Ëhere may always be some covariaËion wiËh certain
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An incidental finding in the present study concerns the wide

variation in integration thresholds and correlation coefficients for the

words. Part III of the Results deals with the significant difference

found between íntegratíon thresholds for the r¿ord sets LI\Æ, NUN, I{ILL,

and FUN, Mrrr, vrl,E, both under condition R. The main contribuËors to

this result are the words LrvE and vrLE, which have integration

thresholds of 14.2 and 20.6 respectively. under condition N, LIVE also

gives lower inËegration thresholds Ëhan VILE, 13.9 vs L7.6. perhaps

word usage or familÍarity has an appreciable influence on integration

rhreshold.

Upon comparing the ínËegration thresholds with correlation

coefficients Ëo see if one had any effect upon Ëhe other, no definite

relationship could be discovered. However, certain words were found to

produce idiosyncratíc results. NUN, for example, had average correla-

Ëions of .040 during N and .079 during R, wiËh Ëhe six cognitive

variables given in Table 2. rts rsister I word FUN, produced much higher

average correlaËions of .272 and .233 wi.t]n the same cognitive tests

during condiËions N and R. Meanwhile, as menËioned in Part III, MITT

correlaËed with EFT .727 duríng N, and .157 during R - a dj-rect reversal

of the main body of results where R yielded the higher correlations.

Therefore, although the words generally produce significant

covariation wiËh cogniËive tests, it may be worthwhile to consider care-

fully the relaËionship beËween word familiarity and word shape, and the

size of correlaËion rvhich one expects to receive.
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Methodological Cons iderations

The presentaËion of parËs of visual forms starËed at Ëhe rate of

B 1/s, and increased in sËeps of 4 L/s after every trial. rË is possible

that such a scoring sysËem, in contrasË to one in which increments would

be in the order of 1 1/s, reduces Ëhe size of correlatíon which could

be aËËainable under a more continuous method. Since definite covaria-

Ëion can be demonstrated using the present method, the results appear in

an even more favourable 1ight.

It is also significant Ëhat this covariation is maintained even

Ëhough different instructions ürere given to Ss, and in spite of a

difference in the size of the lights used in construcËing the forms.

Opportunities for additional research using this Ëechnique would appear

Ëo be plenËifu1.

Additional Areas of Research

Since the horízontal array did yÍe1d at leasË

correlations, any definite sËatement concern_ing the

AM reduction is sti1l improper aË Ëhis time. IË may

a study which would relate apparent moLion threshold

with the results from the same cognitive Ëests used

also with integration threshold on SPP.

An example of the continuous link between the

apparenË motion and perceptual inËegration occurs in

three significant

role of rpurel

be well to conduct

on just two lights,

ín this study, and

two phenomena of

the case of the

following form
À

'1,
4

which ís consËrucËed from neon lights and presenËed sequenËíally as

,l'Ú
lg
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indicated by the numbers. At a 1ow frequency (L2 L/s) the form is

unrecognizabLe. At about L6 L/s, AM begins to occur in a holistic

fashion wherein the form appears to expand and contract into a larger and

smaller square. Finally, aË about 24 I/s, the form sLabilizes and can be

perceived correctly. Only a few preliminary Ss have been tested on this

form, but it gives an excellenË illusËraËion of the continuity of AM

cessation and immediate perceptual inËegration. A suggesËed study would

involve running ascending and descending trials on such a figure, to

discover whether a descending method (measuring form retention) yields

better correlations wiËh cognitive tests than an ascending one (measuring

AM reducËion), or whether, in fact, their effects regarding correlations

are identical.

A study is also being considered which will uËilize only a single

cycle or sr,üeep of sequential firíng across Ëhe whole form, in contrast

to the last two experiments which used repeating cycles of 10 second

duration.

A final possibiliLy is to present a figure, for example a word,

in an abbreviated but recognizable form consisting either of straight

lines or angle parts. The procedure would have some bearing on the

research and theory of McFarland (1961 , L,965, L96B) concerning analysis

and integration in form percepËion.
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TABT.I] IT

RAT.í SCORES FOR SPP - GROUP I

Ðay I (Natural)
Sum

S. HA.(II) /Ltve Nun 'Itrill Words
.L

Ðay 2 (Random)
Sum

HÁ.2 (R ) /Fun Mi- tt Vile ,üords

r36
¿tb
328
428
,24
625
728
Bjz
932

TO 28
ïI 20
12 16
r.3 28
14 28
$eB
16 24
r.7 24
TB 28
r.9 24
20 24
21 24
22 24
23 20
24 28
25 zB
26 36z7 3zzB 2829 3z

20 T6 t6zB zo T6
T.6 T6 T2
r.6 T6 20
r_2 L6 20
12 20 16zo zo t6
12 20 20
12 20 20
T.2 T6 T.6
12 T6 L2
BT2B
B 12 Í.2

T2 20 L2
16 20 16
T2 T.6 T2
B T6 T.2

T6 24. 20
T.2 T6 T6
r.6 16 16
16 20 t6
T6 20 20
816rz

f2 t6 16
T.6 24 16
16 t6 12
T2 20 24
12 20 T.2
16 24 24

52
64
44
trt
4-8
4B
56
52
,2
44
4o
z8
32
44
52
4o
36
6o
24
¿rB

,2
56
36
44
56
4Lr
56
44
6tt

5¿
44
4o
4B
44
4o
36
4o
4o
44
2Lr

4o
)¿
4o
36
4o
20
52
4o
52
4B
44
3¿
4o

3z
4.4
44
4B

20
.4

B

32
f6
24
24
T2
36
T6

oU

T2
eB
32
zB
t6

ô

24
-Oa()
24
t6
zB
T2
f2
24
T6

o

T2
zB

24
¡O10
24
20
24
24
¿ó
zB
24
T_6

L2
r6
L2
zB
)¿
20
T2
zB
24.

36
zB
eB
T6
24
T6
20
24
20
32

T6 60zB Bot6 48zB 8o
32 7z
24 72t6 68
3z 72
32 9z12 4412 3Z
12 4.O24 64zo Bo
t6 76
24 6o
12 3Z24 76
16 6BzB BB
12 56zB 8+
20 4820 56t6 5616 52zB 6o
16 4B
3z 9¿
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TABTIÎ T2

RAIV SCORES FOR SPP - GROUP TT

Day 2 (Rand.om)
S u¡t

H¡.^(i\T) /Live Nun TJilI VJords
¿

Day I (Natural)

s HA-(R )/puni,{itt vile *:ii"
l_

36T,2T2852
24 T2 T6 20 4828 Tz 28 4.1+ B¿+

25 16 T.6 28 6o
ô a'zoö242052

24 24 20 24 68
24 r_2 20 28 6o
24 16 24 28 68
248162448
20 12 f2 28 5224 r.2 20 24 5616B20],240
28 20 12 28 60
20 3Z 20 20 7228 16 28 32 7624 T2 20 20 5228 T6 24. 24 64
16 12 r.2 r.2 3620 12 12 20 4420 r.6 20 20 5624 12 24. 20 5620 Í.2 r.2 24 4820 12 20 20 5224 24 24 24 7z28 12 32 16 60
16B122040
24 T.6 r.2 20 4820BT22848
24 20 24 20 6L¡

20 56
T2 32
Eø 52
24 52
20 4016 48
28 68
r'2 36
L6 40
T.2 442c ,6rz 36
20 4420 52
zo 64
16 4816 ,6
16 36
T2 32
20 60
20 5620 44r.6 4024 72
12 4428 52
T.6 4012 44T.2 40

44
32
44
44
44
44
4o
4B
4B
40
48
44
4r
44
4B
4o
4B
40
36
)o
4B
4o
4o
44
44

4o

4B

20
T2
T.6

t6
T2
T6
24
T.2

f2
f6
T6
T2
T.2

I6
24
T6
I6
T2
L2
20
20
T2
L2
r.6
20
T2
T2
Ib
T2

r.6
Õ

r.6
T2

B

r6
r.6
T2
L2
f6
20
T2
T.2
r6
20
r.6
24

ôo
Õ

20
f6
r.2
L2
32
T2
T2
T2
T6
r6

ï
É-
7

4
5
6
7
(.)
o
9

ïo
TÏ
T2
T.3
r4
T5
T.6
T7
rB
r9
20
2T
22
23
24.
)q
¿\)
27
28
29
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rABtrE T3

DATA CORRELATED FROI{ COGNTTTV]I TESTS AND SPP

GROUP T

r 2 3 4 5 6 ? B 9 ro rr 12T3 14 T.' 16
47 z7 74 24 9-2 15 ?7 43 ? 41 36 52 52 60 r.6 B2e r.8 4T 44 q9 4 ,6 4r z 40 1ø l+ ar, Bo -B 

1647 2r. 68 20 ?,8 9 69 3? T 35 2A 4o 4t, 48 rã 4zBzo 48 3830 23 ? 42 B lo ¿B +eÈà {iõ ;o zB50 14 64 55 42 rB 24 z? q 25 zLr 44 48 iz ;o V+
48 i5 83 25 9_\ ? B+ q4 6 42 ed 40 48 ?z rz zLr29to j9 rrzg a4 ,Z 41 4 40 aB leie àe -B iz40ar 6r. 15Bo zz 58 39 4 38 32 io>z ?z B ão38r.4 5? ?449 14 35 2arr z, 3z 4052 9z B 4027zr t+B zZ9? rr gr 45 5 43 2A 4444 44 16 o3822 6o B?T 3 94 46 4 t+5 zo a440 jz 4 -B2926 64 44e_9 z s6 46 4 45 16 4oeB lo zi rz37zt ,B 34?r 19 52 40ro 3i zB 3232 64 4 jz
3227 5e 47\ç t6 30 43 ? 4r zB lo+'r Bó ú ie47 2t+ 7r rB ?q ú 6z jt g zB zB 36 52 ie -B 

á,,
3T- zr 5z 36 ,_ç 5 5\ 43 3 42 24 [o +o 6c 16 zo2tlo Br $Tç ro 68 3t 4 jo 24 2036 32;; _1,3023 53 ar!B z6 62 35 4 34 zS szeo ?6 ,i 163r 23 54 40 çz r.5 4T 33 \ 32 24 40 44 68 16 2427 zo 47 34 ç? 22 40 38 

' 
36 24 i'tA BS ;B [oLr4 24 68 4Z 9r. ro ?t 42 3 ¿*r 24 lA sz 56 24. 450 29 79 63 99 I 59 35 3 34 24 et, fe Atu zo zg3221 54 fiZg 14 65 45 ro +¿ zo 3,lu +B i¿ iz46 26 Tz 6B ç9 4 56 3? 5 3, zB lõ ,,+ 56 rz r.z35 i6 Tt. r.6 e_g 4 sz 44 5 4t zB iz ià i6 -t -¿)

20 at 51 49 22 \ 54 34 t5 30 36 -lz +,, 5z -4 B3ot5 45 7Qp q 6o 3e 2 t7 tz lisø 6o rz À44zz zt 277\ 46 25 40 _5 38 2e 4úi4 4s i¿ 449 15 6+ ZB fi j5 rB rg jo rr 32 ,iA àr'r 92 i¿ zS

:- ì r-.ì

î:
Ò.: _-¡

IJ:
+-l

È

;
2
3
4
5
6
7
ôo
9

IO
rT
T2
T3
ï4
r5
t6
T7
rB
ïg
20
2T
22
23
4+
25
¿6
2a
zB
29
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TABI,E 14

DATA CORRELATED FROJ{ COG}ITTIV]T T]ìSTS AI{D SPF

GROÏTP 2

i.iì tt)
'Cj 'ti
ir lr l-i Cr'

f¡
È:' ;_

|1 rî !-i Fì

tJl tf: íî
i ) rl +. -r 'ì1.
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